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QUESTION 1

Your HBase cluster has hit a performance wall and doesn\\'t seem to be getting faster as you add 

RegionServers. Adding an additional HMaster will: 

A. Have no effect on performance. 

B. Improve the performance of region writes but decreasethe performance of metadata changes. 

C. Improve the performance of metadata chancier, but decrease the performance of region writes. 

D. Make theperformance problem even worse, as operations will have to be replicated to multiplemasters. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Your client application calls the following method for all puts to the single table notifications: 

\\'put.setWriteToWAL, (false); 

One region, region1, for the notifications table is assigned to RegionServer rs1. Which of the following statements
describes the result of RegionServer rs1 crashing? 

A. All datainthe notifications tableis lost 

B. No data is lost 

C. All data for alltables notflushed to disk on RegionServer rs1is lost 

D. Data for your client application in the MemStores for region1is lost 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You have images stored in HBase, which you need to retrieve from within your application. In which format will your
data be returned from an HBase scan? 

A. Uninterpreted array of bytes 

B. Java string literal 

C. Hexadecimal 

D. Blob datatype 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

You need to insert a cell with a specific timestamp (version) 13353903160532. Which of the following is true? 

A. The timestamp for the entire row must be updatedto13353903160532 

B. ThePutclass allows setting a cell specific timestamp 

C. ThePutclass allows setting a column family-specific timestamp 

D. TheHTableclass allows you to temporarily roll back the newer versions of the cell 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Your client application needs to write a row to a region that has, recently split. Where will the row be written? 

A. One of the daughter regions 

B. The original region 

C. The .META. table 

D. The HMaster 

Correct Answer: A 
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